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Abstract
Tourism in Thailand is an economical travel, remaining the most popular program reviewed by the international tourist agencies. Due to an inexpensive
cost of living in Thailand, many tourists choose this country as the holiday destination. Tourists could enjoyably spend their money on the various
tourist attractions such as historical places, beach & nature places, cultural street & floating markets, health & medical tourisms, and modern places
& shopping malls. Many tourists also share the identity of Thai in the form of “images” on the social media, making an online promotion of Tourism
in Thailand. However, many images which have not provided any metadata of tourist attraction are inconvenient to find the information of unknown
places, making the tousrists ignore Thailand, negatively affecting the national income. Using a fully supervised learning for Thai-tourist annotation, it
also consumes a massive amount of training data. In this paper, an eager learning framework of contextual image classification is proposed to annotate
the metadata of tourist attractions. From the comparative results, it indicates that a eager learning could perform better than the fully supervised
learning.
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1. Introduction

T

HAILAND is one of the best destinations in the world. From
the Master Card’s 2017 Global Destination Cities Index [1],
Bangkok, compared to other top-rank cities such as Paris, London, New York, Tokyo and Seoul, had the world’s largest number
of tourists due to an inexpensive cost of living in Thailand. Someone recommended that the cost of living in Europe can be spent
in Thailand for 3-4 times during the travel [2]. If the tourist decides to stay in Thailand for a month, he or she spends his/her
money only 1,000 US dollars. Within the budget, a tourist can
see many tourist attractions such as beautiful cultural palaces,
beaches, mountains, and waterfalls; has some delicious foods
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at some street food markets and restaurants; and goes shopping
for the souvenirs. Moreover, the tourist still has enough surpluses to check-up his/her health at some international hospitals and Spas such as Thonburi Hospital, Chandrakasem Chinese
Medicine, Bangkok Dental Center, etc. It is clearly seen that Thailand provides the “worthiness of travel” for international tourists.
With that strength, Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) conveys the slogan “Amazing Thailand” to friendly welcome international tourists to Thailand [3]. Since the overall Thai-tourist
attractions are categorized into “historical palaces and temples”,
“beaches and natures”, “street and floating food markets”, “health
and medical tourisms” and “modern places and shopping malls”.
Many tourists usually save these “signature of Thai-ness” in form
of “images” into their mobiles’ storage [4, 5] and share to their
friends on social media “Facebook”. A conventional infrastructure of social media is a scalable public cloud [6–9]. To that
end, the “sharing of tourists” can be seen as the act of “online

